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Rambus: Are We in a
Deflationary Spiral? - Jan.
28th
To
“The illusion of randomness gradually disappears as
the skill in chart reading improves.”
~ John Murphy
Rambus (of Rambus Chartology) joined us in
October, 2015. In a written interview to review his
technical analysis regarding “The Dollar, Gold, & the
S&P 500.” This Solari Report was so popular that I
have invited him to update our subscribers every
quarter in 2016.
In this week’s report, Rambus will review global
charts (in written form) including updates on the
dollar, gold, and the equity markets. We will address
the question, “Are we in a deflationary spiral?”
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Two weeks ago, Rambus published a long-term
chart (above) of the Thomson Reuters/Core
Commodity CRB Index. He described it as “the
scariest chart on the planet.” Such a chart flies in
the face of fundamental analysis. After all, there is a
growing population, rising global incomes and fewer
commodities as we continue to extract resources
from the planet. These are the days of peak
everything, right?
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Such fundamental analysis, however, depends on
the “official” reality. When there are wide gaps
between what is verifiable fact and the official
reality, technical analysis challenges us. What does
price say? What does the market know?
Results, of course, speak for themselves, and
Rambus has produced some big ones. Among his
most memorable was calling the downturn in
precious metals prices in 2011. Like yours truly, he
also experienced the wrath of the goldbugs thanks
to that call. Price can be a cruel friend…or one that
protects us from ideologies that have run off the
rails.
I hope you’ll join us on the Solari Report this
Thursday. If you’re not a subscriber yet, you can
learn more about becoming one here.
Catherine Austin Fitts

Transcript and Flipbook of the 2015 Annual
Wrap Up, Now Available to Subscribers!

The transcript and Flipbook resources are now available to all Solari Report
subscribers! Subscriber's can find access to these materials here. If you would like to
learn more about becoming a subscriber please visit our store page here.
From the transcript:

Catherine Austin Fitts: Since WWII, one of the largest government investments in
the developed world has been keeping citizens in the dark regarding outer space
and what humans may be doing there. At the same time, the amount of money
disappearing into hidden systems of finance and black budgets (likely related to
space programs and space weaponry) indicates that there is quite a lot going on in
space. Whether this secrecy relates to the UFO phenomenon, our response to it, or
to the hidden control of sovereign governments, the financial system and the general
population remains a mystery.
Those of us who were inspired by President Kennedy’s support of space exploration
believed that we were headed into space in a major way a long time ago. After
Kennedy’s death, the NASA budget peaked at 4.5 percent of the federal budget. It is
currently 0.5 percent.
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Special Offer: 2015 Annual Wrap Up – Space:
Here We Go!
1-Year Subscription Offer

Purchase a yearly subscription to the Solari Report and receive printed,
soft cover book: “2015 Annual Wrap Up – Space: Here We Go! Global
Investment Takes Off” Book

Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. Book will be sent to the address on your
invoice, if this is not correct, please send email to:
customerservice@solari.com with correct mailing address.

6-Month Subscription Offer

Purchase a 6 month subscription to the Solari Report and receive
printed, soft cover book: “Solari Report 3rd Quarter 2015 Wrap Up – The
Chinese Stock Markets” Book

Book will be sent to the address on your invoice, if this is not correct,
please send email to: customerservice@solari.com with correct mailing
address.
Want a taste? Click here to view the first chapter of “3rd Quarter 2015 Wrap Up – The
Chinese Stock Markets.”

Click here to learn more about this offer.

Dear Friends:
Each of us at Solari sees and hears the need for restoration and rejuvenation
throughout our lives and work. We hear the effort to apply the Golden Rule in our
lives, our work and our finances. We hear a call for a positive and productive way
forward through the changes upon us. We are often asked, “What can I do?” One of
the things each one of us can do is to pray. No matter how pressed our schedule is,
there is always time for prayer.
On behalf of the entire team at Solari, Happy New Year!
~ Catherine Austin Fitts
Request a Free Copy
of Catherine’s 68-page book, “Prayers For The Year 2016,” written as a
Christmas gift to her clients and subscribers, now available at no charge to
anyone who emails a request to: Customer Service while supplies last.

Please include:
Name:
Address:
City/State
Zip Code:

Highlights from Last Week - 2016 & the Space-Based Economy with Dr.
Joseph Farrell
This week on the Solari Report, Dr. Joseph Farrell will join me to discuss the Solari
Report 2015 Annual Wrap Up – to review our global shift into space and the spacebased economy, the top trends and stories of 2015 and to explore what is ahead in
2016. Our conversation will be free range and – as Dr. Farrell says – we include
“high octane speculation.”
Enjoy the web presentation for the Wrap Up first – you will get essential perspective
on what is happening and what’s ahead. As one subscriber said, “The view is
breathtaking.”
See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
A weekly 1-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The
Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial
climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.

Nothing in this Solari Update should be taken as individual investment advice. Anyone seeking investment advice
for his or her personal financial situation is advised to seek out a qualified advisor or advisors and provide as much
information as possible to the advisor in order that such advisor can take into account all relevant circumstances,
objectives, and risks before rendering an opinion as to the appropriate investment strategy.
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